Nucleating a different coordination
in a crystal under pressure:
A study of B1-B2 transition
in NaCl by metadynamics
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High pressure chemistry &
Structural phase transitions
➢ High pressure chemistry
rules of Prewitt & Dones [1]

Possible failure of T = 0 crystal
structure prediction methods
Gibbs free energy

A
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➢ 1st order phase transitions
▪ Abrupt change of
volume up to 20 %
▪ Bond breaking &
reconstructive
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Method

Increase of
pressure

▪ Increase of coordination
under pressure

A birth of nucleus in a parent phase.

Knowledge of free energy minima
is not enough!
A system initially prepared in the state A proceeds
into another state B even though the most
optimal state is the state C, if the barrier A → B
is lower than A → C.

Free energy profile
reconstruction
➢ Metadynamics [2,3] using
coordination number and
volume as collective variables
(CVs).
➢ Applied to the well-known
B1/B2 transition in NaCl [4]
(coordination change 6 → 8,
volume change of 5 %)
described
by
BMHFT
potential [5].
➢ No assumption on the
transition state, the final state
or on the transition pathway.

From collective mechanisms to nucleation in solid-solid transitions

System size

512 atoms

Homogeneous
nucleation is unfeasible

Time

64 000 atoms

Pictures were produced using OVITO [6].

Crossover of observed atomistic transition mechanisms - fallacy of small systems
512 atoms – modified Buerger’s mechanism [9]

System size

Example of reconstructed GES at T = 300 K
and p = 20 GPa in the system of size of 512
atoms. The switching function used for
calculation of coordination number changes the
“labels” of phases (B1 - 6 → 6.9, B2 - 8 → 8.1).

64 000 atoms – Tolédano et al. mechanism [10]

Three possible mechanisms

Atomistic transition mechanisms can be identified locally by
the angle of the central ion A (blue) and two ions of opposite
charge B & C coming from the 2nd coordination shell (light red)
in the B1 phase. The 1st coordination shell of ion A is shown in
dark red.

Tolédano

Observed atomistic transition mechanisms.
t c denotes the critical frame from which unbiased molecular dynamics proceeds into the B2 basin.
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Reconstructed barriers (from B1 phase) for
various system sizes at T = 300 K. The linear
black lines represent collective Buerger’s
mechanism. The barriers of ~ 100 eV cannot be
overcome at 300 K. Slow convergence can be
explained by presence of long-range ~ 𝟏/𝐫 𝟑
elastic strain fields [7,8].

Conclusions
➢ Nucleation in non-idealised
conditions is essential (e.g.
dislocations, etc.).
➢ Large length scales are crucial
(~105 atoms) – easy to satisfy
with ML potentials.
➢ Fallacy of small systems –
transition mechanism is found
to be size-dependent.
➢ Possible bridge not only to
experiments but also to effective
field theories of nucleation.
➢ Generalisation of our method
should allow for study under
non-hydrostatic pressure.
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